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Reconstruction of late Holocene climate based on
tree growth and mechanistic hierarchical models
John Tiptona*, Mevin Hootena,b,c, Neil Pedersond, Martin Tingleye,f and
Daniel Bishopg

Reconstruction of pre-instrumental, late Holocene climate is important for understanding how climate has changed in the
past and how climate might change in the future. Statistical prediction of paleoclimate from tree ring widths is challenging
because tree ring widths are a one-dimensional summary of annual growth that represents a multi-dimensional set of
climatic and biotic influences. We develop a Bayesian hierarchical framework using a nonlinear, biologically motivated
tree ring growth model to jointly reconstruct temperature and precipitation in the Hudson Valley, New York. Using a
common growth function to describe the response of a tree to climate, we allow for species-specific parameterizations of the
growth response. To enable predictive backcasts, we model the climate variables with a vector autoregressive process on
an annual timescale coupled with a multivariate conditional autoregressive process that accounts for temporal correlation
and cross-correlation between temperature and precipitation on a monthly scale. Our multi-scale temporal model allows
for flexibility in the climate response through time at different temporal scales and predicts reasonable climate scenarios
given tree ring width data. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1. INTRODUCTION
Statistical estimation of past climate is important for understanding climate change in a historical context and for predicting how climate
will respond in the future (Stocker et al., 2013). Ideally, one would model climate with a long time series of spatially explicit, highly precise
instrumental measurements. However, the instrumental record only spans the last 100–200 years, perhaps less in many areas. Paleoclimate
reconstructions allow for investigation of climate dynamics at longer timescales than instrumental records and serve as a test bed to evaluate
performance of complex modern climate models. In the absence of a dense network of instrumental observations, we must rely on climate
proxy data to gain a better understanding of climate history. Evans et al. (2013) describe a conceptual model for how proxy processes
integrate physical, chemical, biological, and geological climate information to yield the observed data. Their work calls for the development
of mechanistic proxy system models to describe how climate influences the proxy observations. Among available proxy data sources, many
late Holocene paleoclimate reconstructions focus on tree ring widths because tree ring width data are widely available on a regional or
hemispheric scale; can contain hundreds or thousands of years of observations; are sensitive to temperature, precipitation, and drought; and
have a very clear annual to seasonal resolution (Jones et al., 1998; D’Arrigo et al., 2004; Moberg et al., 2005; Mann et al., 2008; Christiansen
and Ljungqvist, 2011; Griffin et al., 2013). Our contribution is to improve current statistical models for reconstructing late Holocene climate
from annually resolved tree ring proxy data and develop a framework for future model development.

The statistical reconstruction of paleoclimate histories from tree ring width data poses many challenges (Jones et al., 2009). First, tree rings
are formed through a broad range of climatic, ecological, and growth allocation factors that make them noisier than instrumental records.
Dendrochronologists typically process the tree ring width data in an attempt to remove the non-climate factors influencing growth (Cook
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and Kairiukstis, 1990). After removing most of these non-climatic effects, the dendrochronologist aggregates the many tree ring widths at a
site into a tree ring chronology. The final filtered tree ring chronology consists of one time series derived from a number of tree cores of a
particular species exhibiting a coherent signal (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). The tree ring standardization procedures have been thoroughly
discussed in the literature, and as such, we treat the chronologies as observed data (Melvin and Briffa, 2008).

One challenge in the reconstruction of paleoclimate from tree ring width data is that the climate signal influencing tree growth occurs
in continuous time, whereas we typically summarize climate and tree ring widths in discrete time. A tree growth increment represents the
integrated response of the tree to climate conditions over a growing season(s), collapsing sub-annual climate information into a univariate
value, annual tree ring width (Fritts, 1976; Bradley, 2011; Carbone et al., 2013). The model of tree rings we develop considers climate on a
monthly time step. However, there is only one tree ring observation per year, leading to a temporal change of support problem (Gotway and
Young, 2002).

Another factor to consider is that climatic influences on tree ring growth are multivariate, typically involving temperature and precipitation.
The joint estimation of temperature and precipitation from a univariate tree ring width observation requires inverting a multivalued functional
that has an infinite number of equally likely solutions (Tolwinski-Ward et al., 2014). Without additional information or constraints, it is
impossible to overcome this loss of climate information. Further complicating a multivariate climate reconstruction is the development of
site-selection techniques in dendrochronology that select for univariate climate signals in tree ring chronologies, resulting in a non-random
sample of chronologies (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990).

The problem of reconstructing climate using univariate tree ring chronologies has been addressed in the literature using a variety of meth-
ods. Many authors have attempted to solve the climate reconstruction problem with linear statistical methods that allow for estimation in
the presence of a rank-deficient design matrix, including regularized expectation–maximization algorithms, truncated total least squares,
and multivariate calibration methods including partial least squares (Rutherford et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004; Rutherford et al., 2005;
Mann et al., 2008; Steig et al., 2009). These methods all assume a linear relationship between the observed climate and tree ring chronolo-
gies. More recently, investigators have developed new methods using correlated spatial random effects (Guillot et al., 2013) or nonlinear
processes (Tolwinski-Ward et al., 2014) to link climate and proxy data. Other statistically rigorous work has been performed to investigate
the environmental mechanisms of tree growth using dendrochronological data (Hooten and Wikle, 2007). To develop the best methodol-
ogy for paleoclimate prediction, Tingley et al. (2012) recommend collaboration between climate scientists and statisticians to develop a
Bayesian hierarchical framework that combines scientifically motivated processes with flexible spatiotemporal methods. Our contribution is
to bridge the gap between the linear multivariate calibration and regularized expectation–maximization methods and the more mechanistic,
ecologically motivated methods. Thus, we approach the problem of multivariate climate reconstruction in a novel way.

Our work is based on the work of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014), where we make many computational and methodological improvements.
First, we propose different forms of the deterministic growth function linking climate observations to tree ring widths within a framework
that allows for a statistically principled evaluation of the effects of different growth model forms. Next, we constrain the multivariate
climate predictions by modeling a differential growth response for each tree species, as is common in multispecies ecological modeling. The
multispecies approach ameliorates the multivalued inverse problem while gaining the additional benefit of inferring niche climate response
of each tree species. We propose a computationally efficient calibration model to link observed tree ring widths to the deterministic growth
model output, speeding algorithmic convergence and improving mixing during parameter estimation. We use an upscaling data model that
links monthly scale climate to annual-scale observed tree ring chronologies and propose a dynamic model for downscaling annual tree ring
observations to monthly climate anomalies. To facilitate climate backcasting, we propose a novel model for temperature and precipitation
using a dynamic, flexible, multi-scale process. Finally, we conduct a simulation experiment to validate the model’s predictive ability using a
proper scoring rule that selects the optimal predictive model. We do not include a direct comparison of our model with that of Tolwinski-Ward
et al. (2014) for a number of reasons. First, Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014) model soil moisture, a nonlinear function of temperature and
precipitation, instead of precipitation, making a direct comparison difficult. In addition, the model of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014) was fit to
a reconstruction period of 50 years and took approximately 350 CPU hours to fit in a high-performance computing environment. We aim to
reconstruct 456 years; thus, our model needs to be computationally feasible for longer timescales.

We introduce the climate data in Section 2.1, detailing the transformation of the climate data to anomaly space. In Section 2.2, we propose
a calibration model to align the observed tree ring data with output from a deterministic tree ring growth model, thereby assimilating the
climate and tree ring data. We describe the deterministic link function that takes climate inputs and grows synthetic tree ring widths in
Section 2.3 and present a dynamic, multi-scale model that facilitates backcasting at a monthly scale in Section 2.4. Finally, we formulate the
posterior distribution on which inference is desired and outline the sampling algorithm used for estimation in Section 2.5.

Ultimately, our modeling effort is successful if accurate predictions of historical climate are obtained along with associated uncertainty. In
Section 3, we discuss a scoring rule commonly used in dendrochronology and describe an alternative that is proper. In Section 4, we present
the pseudoproxy simulation study and interpret the results of this experiment. We conclude by presenting our reconstruction of temperature
and precipitation for the Hudson Valley data in Section 5 and discuss these results in Section 6.

2. THE MODEL
2.1. Climate data model

Our instrumental period climate data are monthly Parameter–Elevation Relationships on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) gridded data
products from 1895 to 2005 (PRISM Climate Group, 2004). From PRISM, we obtain temperature and precipitation at I D 16 sites within
the Hudson Valley of New York, USA. Monthly temperature Tts and log total precipitation Pts represent regional averages across the I sites
for year t and month s. For our data, there are no months with zero precipitation, and the log transform is well defined, although this is not
true in general. Within a given month, the temperature and log precipitation measurements are approximately normally distributed; hence,
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we model them using Gaussian distributions. It is common to model the climate dynamics in anomaly space, resulting in standard normal
temperature and log precipitation anomalies

wTts D
Tts � NTs

sTs
(1)

wPts D
Pts � NPs

sPs
(2)

where NTs ; NPs ; sTs , and sPs are the sample means and standard deviations of temperature and log precipitation for month s, respec-
tively. We define the monthly scale anomaly temperature and log precipitation vectors for year t;wTt D .wTt1 ; : : : ; wTt12/

0 and
wPt D .wPt1 ; : : : ; wPt12/

0, the bivariate climate anomaly vector for year t;wt D .w0
Tt
;w0
Pt
/0, and the vector of all climate anomalies,

w D .w01; : : :w
0
� /
0, for years t D 1; : : : ; � .

2.2. Tree ring data model

The 34 tree ring chronologies contain measurements from J D 12 different tree species in the Hudson Valley region of New York, shown
in Table 1. Each of the tree ring chronologies is at least 160 years long, and three chronologies date back to 1453. Further details about how
the tree ring chronology data were collected and processed can be found in the work of Pederson et al. (2013).

The tree ring observation yitj represents the annual observed tree ring width from the i th location for species j at time t . We model the
tree ring width data as arising from a mixture of two distributions that depend on different forms of a deterministic growth model response
to climate:

yitj jwt ;�
VS
j ;�Pro

j ; ´j ;ˇ0;ˇ1; �
2 �

8<
:

N
�
ˇ0j C ˇ1j f

�
wt ;�

VS
j

�
; �2j

�
if ´j D 0

N
�
Q̌
0j C

Q̌
1j
Qf
�
wt ;�

Pro
j

�
; Q�2j

�
if ´j D 1

(3)

where f .wt ;�VS
j / and Qf .wt ;�Pro

j / are deterministic link functions that “grow” tree rings given the climate anomaly wt and species-

specific model parameters �VS
j and �Pro

j for the two different growth models denoted as VS and Pro to be discussed in more detail later.
In Sections 2.3, 2.3.1, and 2.3.2, we describe the structure of the growth link function and the growth model parameters �j . The stochastic
indicator variable ´j selects the growth model form appropriate for species j . Examination of the posterior distribution of ´ provides a
statistically principled method for comparing proposed growth model forms. For j D 1; : : : ; J , we specify a binomial prior on ´j with prior
probability 0.5 to allow each growth model to be equally likely a priori.

In contrast with the work of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014) where they standardize the tree ring growth model output to have the same
mean and standard deviation as the observed tree ring chronology, we use (3) to calibrate the tree ring growth model output to the observed
chronology. The growth model-specific parameters ˇ0j and ˇ1j ( Q̌0j and Q̌1j / center and scale the synthetic tree ring growth model output
to be coherent with the observed tree ring widths up to an error with variance �2j . Q�

2
j /, where the symbol � distinguishes the growth model

form. We specify priors for the VS growth calibration model parameters, with those for the Pro being defined similarly. For each species
j D 1; : : : ; J , we specify a hierarchically pooled prior across species ˇ0j � N.�ˇ0 ; �

2
ˇ0
/ and ˇ1j � N.�ˇ1 ; �

2
ˇ1
/ with hyperpriors �ˇ0 �

N.1; 1/, �2
ˇ0
� IG.1; 1/; �ˇ1 � N.1; 1/, and �2

ˇ1
� IG.1; 1/. For the j D 1; : : : ; J calibration standard deviation parameters, we define the

prior �j � log N.��2 ; �
2
�2
/ with hierarchical pooling hyperparameters ��2 �N.0; 10/ and �2

�2
�IG.1; 1/. where N, log N, and IG refer to

the normal, lognormal, and inverse Gamma distributions.

Table 1. Species used in the reconstruction

Species Number of chronologies

Tsuga canadensis 3
Liriodendron tulipifera 3
Juniperus virginiana 1
Carya glabra 3
Quercus stellata 1
Betula lenta 2
Pinus rigida 1
Quercus montana 5
Quercus rubra 4
Quercus alba 5
Quercus velutina 3
Carya ovata 1
Chamaecyparis thyoides 2
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2.3. Process model

The statistical learning about past climate is achieved through a deterministic tree ring growth model that uses monthly temperature and
precipitation as inputs. Formation of tree ring widths occur periodically throughout the growing season, with the rate of growth influenced
by the prevailing weather. However, the data and the forward model are in the form of monthly climate variables and annual tree growth
increments. The monthly temporal scale of the temperature and precipitation presents a change of support problem because the observed tree
ring data occur at annual, not monthly, resolution. Hence, prediction of climate at a monthly scale involves downscaling the annual resolution
tree ring information into monthly increments. In years without climate observations, we use (1) and (2) to accomplish the downscaling
by imposing the observed monthly climate patterns. The downscaling assumes that the monthly patterns and dynamics of temperature and
precipitation within a given year are estimable from the observational period and that these patterns are representative of the reconstruction
period. For example, because temperature is strongly seasonal, the pattern of warm temperatures in summer and cold temperatures in winter
will be the same regardless of the absolute magnitude of the annual or decadal temperature patterns. Precipitation is less consistent, but
annual variability in these patterns allows for realistic downscaling. To align the different data sources occurring at different scales, we
use a discrete-time approximation of the continuous growth process on a monthly scale, thus aligning tree growth with the PRISM data.
We then aggregate the monthly growth increments to an annual resolution, thereby upscaling the continuous growth from temperature and
precipitation for year t , species j , and month s into the growth increments. Thus, the representation of annual tree ring growth under the VS
model form (the Pro model form is defined similarly, replacing �VS

j with �Pro
j ; f with Qf and g with Qg) is

f
�
wt ;�

VS
j

�
D

12X
sD1

�s min
�
g
�
wTts ;�

VS
j ; NTs ; sTS

�
; g
�
wPts ;�

VS
j ; NPs ; sPS

��
(4)

a weighted sum of monthly growth function responses to temperature and precipitation where the weights �s are the monthly average length
of daylight scaled to the unit interval .0; 1/. Thus, �s scales growth to the known average amount of sunlight in a month, mimicking the
physiology of tree growth. The monthly scale function g . Qg/ downscales the marginal annual climate anomaly to a monthly value and
“grows” a monthly tree ring increment given the marginal climate. These marginal monthly growth functions then are combined by taking
the minimum, allowing each month’s growth to be either temperature or precipitation sensitive. Hence, the tree ring growth model follows
the “principle of limiting factors,” which states that tree growth is constrained by the climatic variable that is limiting (Fritts, 1976). In the
next sections, we describe the two forms of g and Qg used in our model, which we call Vaganov–Shashkin Lite (“VS-Lite”), representing the
growth model form used by Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014), and “probit.”

Biologically, all tree species in the tree ring network have a similar response to climate. For example, all tree species in the network have
more similar climatological needs than, say, a tropical tree, which requires an entirely different climate. One explanation for what allows
many tree species to grow in the same region are that different species occur in niche deviations from the overall mean response to climate.
Because of this, recent research in climate reconstruction methods demonstrates that inclusion of multiple tree species improves climate
reconstruction skill (García-Suárez et al., 2009; Cook and Pederson, 2011). Allowing for species-specific climate responses ameliorates the
difficulties of inverting the multivalued functional relationship between climate and tree ring widths by placing multiple constraints on the
set of possible climate scenarios. Using multiple species is beneficial as it provides more constraints on climate and may allow for more
precise estimation than in Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014). However, separate growth parameters for each species increases the number of
model parameters to be estimated; therefore, we borrow strength by modeling the growth parameters hierarchically to improve parameter
estimation and predictive skill (Gelman and Hill, 2006; Hooten and Hobbs, 2015; Hobbs and Hooten, 2015). By treating each tree species’
response to climate as a random draw from a pooled distribution, the model shares information among tree species. This borrowing of
strength among species is easily incorporated into the probit growth model framework but is not straightforward in the VS-Lite framework.

2.3.1. VS-Lite tree ring growth model

The “VS-Lite” model represents a statistical approximation to the Vaganov–Shashkin Lite model that has been shown to create reasonable
tree ring width dendrochronologies given climate (Shashkin and Vaganov, 1993; Vaganov et al., 2006; Tolwinski-Ward et al., 2011). The
VS-Lite tree ring growth model uses the linear ramp function

‰.�/ D

8<
:
0 if � 6 0
� if 0 < � < 1
1 if � > 1

as a link between climate and tree ring width growth shown in Figure (1). The monthly tree ring growth functions for temperature and
precipitation using VS-Lite are

g
�
wTts ;�

VS
j ; NTs ; sTs

�
D  

 
wTts sTs C

NTs � Tminj

Tmaxj � Tminj

!
(5)

g
�
wPts ;�

VS
j ; NPs ; sPs

�
D  

 
exp

˚
wPts sPs C

NPs
�
� Pminj

Pmaxj � Pminj

!
(6)
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Figure 1. Example VS-Lite and probit ramp functions. The black dots on the VS-Lite plot represent the locations of Tminj and Tmaxj , the temperatures
below which growth is zero or above which growth is optimal (equivalentlyPminj andPmaxj for precipitation). The black dot on the probit plot represents the
probit mean growth response to temperature �Tj (�Pj for precipitation) and the line shows the probit standard deviation of growth response to temperature

�Tj (�Pj for precipitation)

and are combined according to the principle of limiting factors using (4). The growth parameters for the VS-Lite tree ring growth
model are �VS

j D .Tminj ; Tmaxj ; Pminj ; Pmaxj /
0 for each species j D 1; : : : ; J . For temperatures below Tminj , there is no tree ring

growth. For monthly temperatures between Tminj and Tmaxj , tree ring growth increases linearly over the unit interval .0; 1/. When the
monthly temperature exceeds Tmaxj , growth occurs at a maximum rate, taking a value of 1. The interpretation for Pminj and Pmaxj
is similar.

To complete the VS-Lite growth model parameterization, we specify priors for the growth parameters �VS
j using a four-parameter

Beta(˛; ˇ;L;U ) distribution, a Beta(˛; ˇ) distribution that has been shifted and scaled to have a lower endpoint L and an upper endpoint
U . These prior models require expert knowledge to specify; hence, we follow the recommendations of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2013), recog-
nizing that the previous work modeled soil moisture instead of precipitation under a different climate scenario than the Hudson Valley. We
chose informative priors that place a majority of the probability mass in the center of the support that result in growth model priors that are
reasonable given the climate of the Hudson Valley. For j D 1; : : : ; J , the VS-Lite parameter priors are Tminj � Beta(9, 5, 0, 9), Tmaxj �

Beta(3.5, 3.5, 10, 24), Pminj � Beta(3.5, 3.5, 65, 85), and Pmaxj � Beta(3.5, 3.5, 85, 105). Despite existing knowledge of tree response to
climate, the VS-Lite tree ring growth model could be sensitive to prior specification, especially if the true growth parameter values lie outside
the range of prior support. In this case, the posterior probability of correctly estimating the true parameter value is exactly zero. There-
fore, climate reconstruction using the VS-Lite growth model formulation has the potential to be highly influenced by misspecification of the
prior support.

2.3.2. Probit tree ring growth model

An alternative to the VS-Lite tree ring growth model is the probit growth model, which was not examined by Tolwinski-Ward et al.
(2014). The probit growth model replaces the linear function  .�/ in the VS-Lite growth model by the infinitely differentiable inverse
normal cumulative distribution function ˆ�1.�/. The probit growth model parameters have infinite support and are parameterized as
�Pro
j D .�Tj ; �

2
Tj
; �Pj ; �

2
Pj
/0. There are only slight differences in the shape of the VS-Lite and probit growth model functions, as seen in

Figure 1. The probit ramp function produces a smoother response to climate than the VS-Lite ramp function, but other than smoothness, the
two shapes are quite similar; hence, it seems likely that the shape of the growth function alone will not significantly improve predictive per-
formance. The motivation for the probit growth function is that our model framework takes advantage of statistical properties not available
in the VS-Lite framework. First, the prior support for the probit growth model is the real line, in comparison with the VS-Lite prior support
that is restricted to compact support. In practice, if the true growth model in the VS-Lite framework is not in the range of prior support, the
posterior probability of correctly estimating this parameter is exactly zero, regardless of the amount and quality of data. The probit growth
function does not suffer from this problem. Additionally, the probit model can be easily extended to a hierarchical pooling framework. We
propose the probit growth model form to evaluate the influences of these desirable statistical probabilities on the climate reconstruction. If
the predictive performance of the two models is equivalent, the probit model will be preferred because of these properties.

The monthly probit growth increments due to temperature and precipitation are

Qg
�
wTts ;�

Pro
j ; NTs ; sTs

�
D ˆ�1

 
wTts sT s C

NTs � �Tj

�Tj

!
(7)

Qg
�
wPts ;�

Pro
j ; NPs ; sPs

�
D ˆ�1

 
exp fwPts sPs C NPsg � �Pj

�Pj

!
(8)
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where the parameters �Tj and �Pj represent the species-specific temperature and precipitation probit mean growth rate, respectively, and
the parameters �Tj and �Pj control the effective range where tree growth responds to climate, the probit standard deviation. A species with
a higher value of �Tj will experience better growth under warmer weather than a species with a lower value of �Tj , and a species with a
larger �Tj will have a larger range of temperatures in which that tree species will grow than a species with a smaller �Tj . The interpretation
of these growth model parameters is similar for precipitation.

For j D 1; : : : ; J , we specify the probit growth model parameter distributions for the species as �Tj � N.��T ; �
2
�T
/; �Tj �

log N.��T ; �
2
�T
/; �Pj � N.��P ; �

2
�P
/, and �Pj � log N.��P ; �

2
�P
/. The pooling of these effects occurs by adding one more level in

the hierarchical model by defining a hyperprior model for each of the prior parameters above with ��T � N.13; 4/, �2�T � IG.2; 0:5/,
��T � N.0; 1/, �2�T � IG.2; 0:5/, ��P � N.85; 16/, �2�P � IG.2; 0:5/, ��P � N.0; 2/, and �2�P � IG.2; 0:5/. These prior values repre-
sent likely values that cover the range of growing season temperature and precipitation values seen in the Hudson Valley while being highly
flexible, thus allowing the model to estimate the growth parameters more flexibly than the VS-Lite growth model.

2.4. Dynamic multi-scale climate process

We model temperature and log precipitation anomalies jointly with a dynamic, multi-scale model, allowing prediction of unobserved tem-
perature and precipitation when combined with the tree ring chronology data. The model is a temporal vector autoregressive process among
years, given a propagator matrix A, and a correlated autoregressive process among months determined by the structure of a covariance
matrix †. To account for trend in the temperature anomaly time series during the observational period 1895–2010, we include an intercept
�0 and slope �1 in the model for years after t� D 1895. In years before t�, we do not have observational data, and thus, we do not model
a trend. This results in the dynamic de-trended process

�
wTt ��0J � .t � t

�/�1J

wP t

�
� N

�
A

�
wTt�1 ��0J � .t � t

�/�1J

wPt�1

�
;†

�
if t > t� (9)

�
wTt ��0J

wPt

�
� N

�
A

�
wTt�1 ��0J

wPt�1

�
;†

�
if t < t� (10)

The propagator matrix A D

�
�1; 0

0; �2

�
˝ I defines the annual-scale autocorrelation for the temperature and log precipitation anomalies,

where �1 and �2 are the annual autocorrelation parameters. In these expressions, I is the identity matrix, and J is a 12 � 1 vector of ones.
We model the inter-annual covariance† with a temporal multivariate conditionally autoregressive (MCAR) structure, a generalization of the
conditionally autoregressive (CAR) structure in time that allows for the within-year temperature and precipitation anomalies to have their
own temporal autocorrelation parameters while also including a temporally explicit cross-correlation between the anomaly measurements
(Mardia, 1988; Carlin and Banerjee, 2003; Gelfand and Vounatsou, 2003; Jin et al., 2005). We found the MCAR model to be best fitting
among a set of candidate models for temporal autocorrelation.

To construct the temporal MCAR covariance matrix†, we first define a temporal CAR precision matrix that will be used as a component
in building †. The particular precision matrix we use, Q.!/, specifies a process identical to an autoregressive process of order 1 in the
time series literature if j!j < 1 (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 170). We define the monthly temperature CAR precision matrix Q.!T / with
autocorrelation parameter !T and the monthly log precipitation CAR precision matrixQ.!P / with autocorrelation parameter !P , allowing
each climate variable to have its own monthly autocorrelation. We decompose Q.!T / D LTL

0
T and Q.!P / D LPL

0
P with a Cholesky

decomposition (one could also use a spectral decomposition) and construct the MCAR precision matrix as

†�1 D
1

�2w

�
L0
T

0
0 L0

P

�
.ƒ˝ I12/

�
LT 0
0 LP

�
(11)

where the matrixƒ D

�
1 	

	 1

�
is a correlation matrix with 	 representing the atemporal cross-correlation between temperature and precip-

itation, �2! is a global variance parameter, and˝ represents the Kronecker product. Thus, using (11), we model intra-annual autocorrelation,
monthly autocorrelation, and cross-correlation in the climate process.

To significantly reduce computation time, we employ an empirical Bayes approach to process the climate data (Casella, 1985). We estimate
the propagator matrix A, the intra-annual covariance matrix †, and the trend parameters �0 and �1 off-line using a hybrid Metropolis–
Hastings and Gibbs Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm using U.�1; 1/ priors for the parameters 	; !T , and !P and
an IG(1, 1) prior for the variance �2w . After fitting the model, we use posterior median values of each parameter as estimates of the true
processes parameters; thus, our posterior predictions do not include climate model parameter uncertainty, and our corresponding credible
intervals will be overly optimistic.

2.5. Posterior

We desire inference on the posterior distribution and quantities derived from the posterior distribution. The posterior we seek to approximate
with our MCMC algorithm is
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where the parameter models for the VS-Lite and probit growth model are represented as Œ�VS
 and Œ�Pro
, respectively. Implementation of a
hybrid Metropolis–Hastings and Gibbs MCMC algorithm allows for estimation of the posterior distribution (Banerjee et al., 2004; Carlin and
Louis, 2011). Our model was implemented using the R software program (R Core Team, 2014), while leveraging significant portions of C++
code using RcppArmadillo (Eddelbuettel and Sanderson, 2014) to increase computation speed. The MCMC algorithm for each candidate
model was run for 15,000 iterations with the first half discarded as burn-in with thinning every five observations, for three parallel chains,
resulting in 4500 posterior samples for a total computation time of 1 h on a 2014 MacBook Pro. Convergence was assessed using Gelman
and Rubin’s (1992) OR statistic and visual inspection of the trace plots.

3. MODEL EVALUATION
Traditional paleoclimate reconstructions evaluate predictive performance with out-of-sample data using the coefficient of efficiency (CE)
(Cook et al., 1994; Rutherford et al., 2005; Tingley and Huybers, 2010a, 2010b). Despite the accepted use of this scoring statistic, Gneiting
and Raftery (2007) suggest that skill scores like CE are improper in general. This implies that it is possible to have predictions that, under
expectation, have better CE skill scores than a model that is optimal. Therefore, use of improper scoring rules can lead to incorrect inference
about predictive skill among a set of predictive models. To prevent this, we use a proper scoring rule. Proper scoring rules guarantee
that, under expectation, the optimal predictive model will have the best predictive score (Gneiting et al., 2007; Gneiting, 2011; Hooten and
Hobbs, 2015).

Our model produces a probabilistic forecast; hence, we use the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), a proper scoring rule that
accommodates both probabilistic and point forecasts. Several recent papers on late Holocene climate reconstructions have likewise made
use of the CRPS (Barboza et al., 2014; Werner and Tingley, 2015). Given a forecast with cumulative distribution function, Ft , at time t and
out-of-sample observations yoos, the CRPS is defined as

CRPS
�
fFt g

�
tD1 ;yoos

�
D �

�X
tD1

Z 1
�1

�
Ft .y/ � Ify>yoos;t g

�2 dy (12)

Gneiting et al. (2007) show how (12) can be written alternatively as

CRPS
�
fFt g

�
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�
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�
EFt

ˇ̌
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ˇ̌
�
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EFt

ˇ̌
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0
t

ˇ̌�
(13)

where yt and y0t are independent copies of a linear random variable with distribution function Ft and the expectation E is with respect to the
probability density induced by Ft . The first expectation in the preceding equation measures calibration, the absolute error of the prediction
relative to the out-of-sample value, and the second expectation rewards predictions that are sharp (i.e., narrow prediction intervals). Hence,
the CRPS rewards probabilistic predictions that are accurate and precise.

In a Bayesian context, CRPS can be estimated after obtaining posterior samples. First, sample Qy.k/ from the posterior predictive
distribution Œ Qy.k/ j y;�.k/
 at each post-burn-in iteration k. Then, the expression in (13) is approximated by
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We use the CRPS score in the simulation study to select the best model based on predictive performance. The CRPS is a negatively oriented
scoring rule; therefore, the model with the lowest 1CRPS is the best scoring model, and under expectation, the best predicting model.

4. SIMULATION STUDY
We consider three variants of the model presented earlier to conduct a reconstruction experiment. First, we consider the VS-Lite tree ring
growth model, modifying the work of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014) to be consistent with our modeling framework using our climate model
and multispecies approach. Second, we use only the probit tree ring growth model. Lastly, we use the mixture model described in (3)
that allows for choice of tree ring growth model. We evaluate predictive performance of these candidate models over nine total simulation
scenarios, using each of the tree ring growth models to simulate pseudoproxy data and fitting each growth model to each of the three
simulated datasets.
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We simulate the data as follows. First, we estimate A and † from the instrumental climate data using (9). Using these estimates, we
simulate a realization of the climate process with 446 years of pre-instrumental simulated climate variables while adding a trend with a
slope of 1=110 to the 110 years of temperature observations in the observation period, producing a current-day increase of 1ıC. For the VS-
Lite tree ring growth model simulation, we sample the growth parameters from uniform distributions. For each species j; Tminj � U.0; 9/,
Tmaxj � U.10; 24/, Pminj � U.65; 85/, and Pmaxj � U.85; 105/. For the probit tree ring growth model, we sample the growth parameters
�Tj � N.16; 4/, �Tj � log N.log.1/; 0:5/, �Pj � N.85; 16/, and �Pj � log N.log.2/; 1/ for each species j D 1; : : : ; J .

Next, we use each tree ring growth model to produce a noiseless tree ring chronology, standardizing each chronology to have a mean
of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.2, as in the Hudson Valley dataset. Adding in noise representing measurement and processing error, we
simulate noisy chronologies

ysim
tj � N

�q�
1 � �2noise

�
f
�
wt ;�

sim
j

�
; �2noise

�
(15)

The parameter �2noise controls the signal-to-noise ratio in the simulated tree ring chronology, values of �2noise near zero represent a high signal-
to-noise ratio, while values near one represent a low signal-to-noise ratio. We let �2noise D 0:75, representing a signal-to-noise ratio of 0.58,
which is at the high end of what is realistic for many tree ring chronologies (Smerdon, 2012). Figure 2 shows a realization of the simulated
chronology and the observed chronology from Hudson Valley, demonstrating that our simulation methodology produces realistic tree ring
chronologies. We apply the same structure of missingness to our simulated data as in the observed chronology, producing simulations as
close as possible to the observed data.

The model characteristic most important to us in climate reconstruction is predictive ability. The reconstruction temperature and precip-
itation 1CRPS values are shown in Table 2 for data simulated with the VS-Lite growth model, in Table 3 for data simulated with the probit
growth model, and in Table 4 for data simulated with the mixture growth model. For each of the simulated datasets, 1CRPS was estimated
for both annual and growing period reconstructions, with bold scores highlighting the model that performs best for each simulated dataset
and time period. As a baseline comparison, the 1CRPS scores for a climatological prediction are included. The 1CRPS values suggest all three
models are similar in predictive ability, although there might be a slight preference for the mixture growth model. Based on this, we discuss
the mixture growth model from here forward. Although the probit growth model is often not the best scoring model, the mixture growth
model indicator variable, ´, suggests an even split between the VS-Lite and probit tree ring growth models (the probit model is selected
about 53% of the time) within the MCMC chain. An example reconstruction using the mixture tree ring growth model on the simulated
data (Figure 3) demonstrates that the reconstruction performs quite well for log precipitation but is rather uninformative for temperature.
Note that around 1650–1700, the uncertainty intervals in the log precipitation reconstruction increase in width, and predictive skill decreases
because of increasing numbers of missing chronologies as well as the amount of replication within a given chronology decreasing. This
uncertainty provides information about when the reconstruction is performing well and over what time periods the predictions are no better
than climatology without relying on calibration skill measures like CE.

Figure 2. Simulated and observed tree ring width chronology for Hudson Valley

Table 2. Continuous ranked probability scores (CRPS) for annual temperature,
growing season temperature, annual precipitation, and growing season precipitation
for data simulated with the Vaganov–Shashkin Lite (VS-Lite) growth model

1CRPS Climatology VS-Lite Probit Mixture

Annual temperature 531.29 455.71 455.75 455.98
Growing season temperature 486.52 462.71 463.93 464.45
Annual log precipitation 98.53 85.20 85.16 84.86
Growing season log precipitation 130.92 91.65 92.20 90.63

Bold scores highlight the model that performs best for each simulated dataset and
time period.
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Table 3. Continuous ranked probability scores (CRPS) for annual temperature,
growing season temperature, annual precipitation, and growing season precipitation
for data simulated with the probit growth model

1CRPS Climatology VS-Lite Probit Mixture

Annual temperature 571.92 446.90 446.99 446.72
Growing season temperature 482.51 450.02 451.15 451.04
Annual log precipitation 101.06 90.61 90.36 90.69
Growing season log precipitation 129.34 93.25 93.59 93.61

Bold scores highlight the model that performs best for each simulated dataset and
time period.
VS-Lite, Vaganov–Shashkin Lite.

Table 4. Continuous ranked probability scores (CRPS) for annual temperature,
growing season temperature, annual precipitation, and growing season precipitation
for data simulated with the mixture growth model

1CRPS Climatology VS-Lite Probit Mixture

Annual temperature 540.23 438.65 438.33 438.80
Growing season temperature 489.36 440.66 441.17 440.60
Annual log precipitation 97.82 85.28 85.40 84.49
Growing season log precipitation 126.33 90.51 91.02 90.04

Bold scores highlight the model that performs best for each simulated dataset and
time period.
VS-Lite, Vaganov–Shashkin Lite.

Figure 3. Reconstruction of temperature and log precipitation from data simulated with the mixture growth model and fit with the mixture growth model.
The grey shading is proportional to the posterior predictive density, the dotted grey lines show the 95% posterior predictive credible interval, and the black

line is the simulation truth

In addition to producing accurate climate reconstructions, all growth model types recover the simulated growth model parameters when
the model is applied to data simulated with the same structure, showing that all of the models are capable of estimating the simulated
growth model parameters. This result validates the growth model’s usefulness for investigation of climatological niches for different tree
species as well as providing accurate predictions of climate. Yet, despite accurately estimating the temperature growth parameters, the
temperature reconstruction is not much more informative than a climatological prediction. Hence, the simulation suggests the failure to
predict temperature patterns is not due to poor estimation of the simulated growth parameters. To further illuminate why the model is
unable to reconstruct temperature, Figure 4 shows the observed monthly temperature and precipitation patterns with the probit growth
model parameters shaded showing the range over which the model is sensitive to climate. We obtain very little learning about temperature
at an annual scale, as the model is sensitive to temperature for, at best, two to four months of the year and only in the spring/fall with
no learning about temperature during the winter (when temperature is most variable) and summer months. In fact, the effective learning
about temperature occurs in much less than four months because of the multiplicative interaction between temperature and precipitation
in (4). Therefore, any learning about temperature from the growth model is dominated by monthly variability in temperature. In contrast,
the reconstruction of precipitation is quite accurate, especially in the near past, because the model is sensitive to precipitation values for
all months of the year. This illustrates that the change of support from monthly to annual scale causes few problems for precipitation. An
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of annual temperature depends on the growth parameters. The shaded area shows where the growth parameters are sensitive to
climate, and the grey lines are observed climate. The vertical lines in the temperature plot show that, at best, the annual reconstruction is dependent on four or
fewer months. Thus, annual-scale information about temperature is hard to recover from only a few months, while precipitation information can be extracted

across all months

Figure 5. Climate reconstruction from the Hudson Valley chronology. The grey shading is proportional to posterior predictive density, the dotted lines show
the 95% credible intervals, and the solid black line in the precipitation plot is a translated and scaled reconstruction of drought (Palmer Drought Severity

Index) from Pederson et al. (2013)

investigation of climate scenarios with a more significant overlap between the climate and tree growth sensitivities in simulations (not shown
in these results) demonstrates potential for reconstruction of both temperature and precipitation patterns, presenting opportunities for further
applications to other datasets.

5. HUDSON VALLEY RESULTS
Based on the predictive results in the simulation study, we apply the mixture tree ring growth model to the Hudson Valley data. Based on our
simulations and expert priors, the most obvious characteristic of the reconstruction is that we obtain only minimal learning about temperature,
while the precipitation reconstruction performs well. To validate our predictive model, we translate and scale the reconstruction of Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI) in Pederson et al. (2013), a reconstruction that uses the same Hudson Valley dataset but very different
methods, and compare this result with our reconstruction of log precipitation. Figure 5 shows that our log precipitation reconstruction
strongly correlates .r D 0:74/ with the previous PDSI reconstruction effort for the near past, while having the added benefit of explicitly
accounting for uncertainty. It seems reasonable that PDSI would be correlated with log precipitation because PDSI is a measure of drought
severity, and because there is little inter-annual variability in temperature, the primary driver of drought (and tree growth) in the Hudson
Valley is the amount of precipitation (Martin-Benito and Pederson, 2015).

The uncertainty estimates for the reconstruction of log precipitation provide insight for the prediction’s reliability. As we backcast in
time, the 95% credible interval size approaches the size of predictive intervals derived using the observational data only, suggesting that the
reconstruction lacks predictive ability before approximately 1650–1700. This loss of predictive ability, as seen in the simulation study, occurs
during a time period where many tree ring chronologies are lacking enough replication to be included in the ring network. As such, deviations
between our log precipitation reconstruction and the previous reconstruction of PDSI in Figure 5 before 1650–1700 can be explained in the
context of prediction uncertainty.

In addition to the climate reconstructions, it is possible to obtain inference about the climatological niches that different tree species occupy
from the growth parameters. Many tree species in the Hudson Valley dataset have only one or two chronologies; therefore, inference is limited
because of the relatively small sample size and associated overlap in uncertainty intervals. For the VS-Lite growth model, the posterior
samples show little ability to discern different ecological niches, but the posterior samples from the probit growth model posterior show
many species have statistically different mean responses to climate. This demonstrates that the probit growth model can be easily adapted
for ecological learning in a richer dataset where climatological prediction is not of interest. Also important is the posterior distribution of
the indicator of model importance ´. We find that the model has a slight preference for the probit growth model using the Hudson Valley
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data, with a posterior probability P.´ D 1/ D 0:54: This is not substantially different than the prior probability of 0.5, which is expected
because the two growth functions have very similar shapes. The slight preference for the probit growth form comes from improved parameter
estimation through the use of a hierarchically pooled prior model.

6. DISCUSSION
We presented a methodological framework for reconstructing paleoclimate using a mechanistic Bayesian hierarchical model motivated by
the work of Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2014). We proposed a novel probit tree ring growth model that takes advantage of the biology of tree
growth and pools tree growth parameters to improve estimation and decrease sensitivity to prior specification. This new growth function
was proposed in a framework that rigorously evaluates the growth model influence. Our extension to multispecies modeling of tree response
to climate constrained predictive backcasts to a climate scenario consistent with the data, thereby improving predictive skill over models
that do not explicitly incorporate multiple species. The introduction of a calibration model reduced computation time and improved MCMC
convergence over previous standardization methods. We developed an upscaling and downscaling model to align the different data sources
on the same scale and proposed a novel dynamic joint process model for temperature and precipitation accounting for temporal correlation
and cross-correlation. Our pseudoproxy simulation experiment evaluated predictions with a proper scoring rule that uses the full probabilistic
forecast. The simulation study provided insight about model performance and provided feedback that can be used to interpret results from
the Hudson Valley data.

By using a biologically motivated Bayesian hierarchical model for reconstructing climate processes from tree rings widths, we combine
statistical techniques with scientific models developed in dendrochronology. Our modeling framework explicitly accounts for uncertainties,
in comparison with many previous climate reconstructions that use linear statistical methods and rely on asymptotic assumptions or bootstrap
algorithms to estimate uncertainties, as discussed by Tingley and Huybers (2010b). An added benefit to using a biologically motivated model
is the ability to adapt this modeling framework to make inference about ecological niches that different tree species occupy from the growth
model parameter estimates.

By outlining the model shortcomings in detail, we gain a better understanding of the problem of multivariate climate reconstructions
and can develop new ideas for improvement. Tree ring growth models are simplifications of the true biological process, and more scientific
realism can be added. For instance, at very warm temperatures, tree growth is inhibited because of water lost by transpiration. Including
more accurate biology in the growth model will increase the number of months that are sensitive to the growth process and alleviates the
change of support problem for the prediction of temperature. Another option to improve temperature predictions is to modify the limiting
factor approach in (4) to allow more months to contribute to the reconstruction of temperature. Generalizing the multi-scale climate process
model will allow more complicated dynamics to be incorporated into the model, either through a statistical effort by allowing time-varying,
non-stationarity processes or by assimilating deterministic climate forcings in the mean of the reconstruction, as in Li et al. (2010) and
Barboza et al. (2014). The introduction of a spatially explicit model could lead to spatially explicit climate field reconstructions but would
require a more computationally efficient method of fitting Bayesian models, like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, variational Bayes, or integrated
nested Laplace approximations. These and other potential improvements present opportunities for collaboration with dendrochronologists,
climate scientists, ecologists, and statisticians to increase understanding of the relationship between climate and tree growth.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supporting information including code can be found at GitHub at http://github.com//Mechanistic-Tree-Ring
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